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Interview of Jolene M. Bain
DOB tut7t74
2571 Telluride Trail #H
Green Bay, WI
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DATE OF

ACTIVITY:

lll04l05 at 10:35 a.m.

REPORTING OFFICER: Inv. Mark Wiegert
On1f l04l05 at approximately 10:35 a.m., I (Inv. WIEGERT of the CALUMET CO. SHERIFF'S
DEPT.) and Sheriff PAGEL did meet with JOLENE M. BAIN at TERESA HALBACH's
residence. JOLENE requested she be able to speak with us alone. At that time several of
TERESA's other friends did exit the room and went outside.
JOLENE states she and TERESA had become very good friends recently. According to
JOLENE, TERESA had confided in her about a relationship she had with a guy by the name of
DJ BRADLEY. JOLENE did not know the subject's real name; however, she stated he does
have a DJ service called DJ BRADLEY. TERESA had confided in JOLENE that TERESA had
taken nude photographs of BRADLEY and his wife at the time. According to JOLENE, after
this BRADLEY and his wife had broken up and TERESA started dating BRADLEY. According
to JOLENE, TERESA stated to her that BRADLEY was weird and she ended up breakins off the
sexual relationship.
JOLENE did say that TERESA told her she (meaning TERESA) had gone to a couft case
between BRADLEY and his wife in reference to the photos and the negatives of the photos that
she had taken of the two naked. She said this would have occurred approximately five to seven
months ago.
According to JOLENE, TERESA and BRADLEY would only have sex and TERESA did not
have any feelings for him and it was only physical. She told me TERESA had told her that.
According to JOLENE, BRADLEY and his wife were having problems and he would confide in
TERESA about his problems. TERESA also had told JOLENE at one time she did not want to
continue the relationship; however, TERESA continued to receive phone calls from BRADLEY.

At that time, Sheriff PAGEL and I did go back into TERESA's bedroom. I did locate in a trunk
directly next to TERESA's bed several nude photos of a male and a female. Included with those
photos were several negatives. There was a portrait order from PEARCE PHOTOGRAPHY
which had the name BRADLEY and KAYCE CZECH, address of 6693 HWY 57, #I9,
Greenleaf, WI54126. It showed a phone number of 920-864-71I0. I believed this to be the
subject that JOLENE had been referring to.

Sheriff PAGEL and I then left the residence.
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Investigation continues.
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